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Abstract 

 

Data from Kα resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) have been used to extract electronic 

structure information, i.e., the covalency of metal-ligand bonds, for four iron complexes using an 

experimentally based theoretical model. Kα RIXS involves resonant 1s → 3d excitation and 

detection of the 2p → 1s (Kα) emission. This two-photon process reaches similar final states as 

single-photon L-edge (2p → 3d) X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), but involves only hard 

X-rays and can therefore be used to get high-resolution L-edge-like spectra for metal proteins, 

solution catalysts and their intermediates. To analyze the information content of Kα RIXS 

spectra, data have been collected for four characteristic σ-donor and π-backdonation complexes; 

ferrous tacn [FeII(tacn)2]Br2, ferrocyanide [FeII(CN)6]K4, ferric tacn [FeIII(tacn)2]Br3 and 

ferricyanide [FeIII(CN)6]K3. From these spectra metal-ligand covalencies can be extracted using a 

charge-transfer multiplet model, without previous information from the L-edge XAS experiment. 

A direct comparison of L-edge XAS and Kα RIXS spectra show that the latter reaches additional 

final states, e.g., when exciting into the eg (σ*) orbitals, and the splitting between final states of 

different symmetry provides an extra dimension that makes Kα RIXS a more sensitive probe of 

σ-bonding. Another key difference between L-edge XAS and Kα RIXS is the π-backbonding 

features in ferro- and ferricyanide that are significantly more intense in L-edge XAS compared to 

Kα RIXS. This shows that two methods are complimentary in assigning electronic structure. The 

Kα RIXS approach can thus be used as a stand-alone method, in combination with L-edge XAS 

for strongly covalent systems that are difficult to probe by UV/Vis spectroscopy, or as an 

extension to conventional absorption spectroscopy for a wide range of transition metal enzymes 

and catalysts. 
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1. Introduction 

 

First-row transition metals form the active site of many homogeneous, heterogeneous and 

biological catalysts. The ability of metalloenzymes to accelerate and control even the most 

complicated chemical processes makes them important, both in biochemistry and as inspirations 

for new synthetic catalysts. Development of better catalysts requires knowledge about electronic 

structure of the metal 3d orbitals involved in metal-ligand bonding and catalysis. X-ray 

spectroscopy involving a core-hole offers a unique local and element-specific probe, but the 

challenges for biological and solution systems have been to: a) obtain spectra with sufficiently 

high energy resolution so that the main electronic transitions can be observed, and b) to extract 

detailed electronic structure information from the X-ray spectra. Progress in instrumentation and 

the use of resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) to limit the lifetime broadening shows that 

the first challenge can be overcome.1-2 The purpose of the present study is to show how hard X-

ray RIXS can be used extract the metal-ligand covalency of the 3d orbitals in transition metal 

systems. The method can potentially become a standard tool to analyze the relationship between 

electronic structure and catalytic activity for a wide range of enzymes and catalytic systems. 

Transition metal complexes are intensively studied by UV/Vis spectroscopy, but the 

specificity to the catalytic metal is lost if groups other than the metal absorb strongly in the same 

region. L-edge (2p → 3d) X-ray absorption (XAS) is an element-specific technique, rich in 

information about the reactive 3d orbitals. However, due to strong absorption of soft X-rays from 

the sample environment, it cannot be directly used for enzymes and solution catalysts. The 

standard X-ray probes of transition metal catalysts in biological and solution systems use hard X-

rays (4-10 keV), either metal K-edge XAS or Kα/Kβ X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES),1 

because high-energy X-ray photons are only weakly absorbed by the sample environment. In 

metal K-edge XAS the pre-edge (1s → 3d excitations) gives information about oxidation state 

and the symmetry of the ligand environment,3-5 but is less sensitive to the electronic structure of 

the 3d orbitals. In addition, the short lifetime of the 1s hole in the final state leads to a large 

lifetime broadening (1-2 eV), which obscures spectral detail. Kβ valence XES gives information 

about the identity of the metal ligands,6-7 but this spectral region is dominated by electric dipole 

allowed transitions from valence orbitals with metal 4p character. The quadrupole allowed 3d → 
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1s transitions show up as weak features on the higher energy side of the valence-to-core XES and 

spectral resolution is again obscured by the short lifetime of the 1s core hole. 

During the latest decade, RIXS has emerged as a powerful tool to obtain high-resolution 

X-ray spectra of transition metal systems. RIXS is a two-photon process, where the energy of the 

incident photon (Ω) is tuned into an absorption resonance, followed by emission of a scattered 

photon of typically a lower energy (ω).8-9 This scattering process can be viewed as the X-ray 

analogue to resonance Raman spectroscopy. The energy difference between incident and emitted 

photons, i.e., the energy transfer (Ω–ω), corresponds to the energy of the fundamental process 

that is probed, e.g., a core, valence or charge-transfer excitation.10-13 An important advantage of 

RIXS is that the lifetime broadening in the energy transfer direction only depends on the lifetime 

of the final state, not the lifetime of the short-lived core hole in the intermediate state.14-17 This 

makes it possible to achieve high-resolution energy transfer spectra while still keeping the 

advantages of the X-ray probe.2, 18-20  

To probe the 3d orbitals of low concentration samples that can be subject to rapid 

degradation in the X-ray beam, the preferred scattering process is 1s → 3d excitation followed 

by detection of the strongest emission channel, the Kα (2p → 1s) emission, see Figure 1. This 

method is labeled Kα RIXS, referring to the emission line, or 1s2p RIXS, referring to the 1s hole 

in the intermediate state and the 2p hole in the final state. Kα RIXS data have already been 

collected for several enzymes and solution catalysts e.g., photosystem II21 and Ni-Fe 

hydrogenase,1 as well as hydrogenase mimics.22 

 

 

Figure 1. Two-step total energy schematic of the Kα RIXS process. The vertical axis shows the 

total energy of the electron configuration. Photon energies are shown for the case of an iron 

complex. 
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The final state in the Kα RIXS process has an orbital occupation of 2p53dn+1, where n is 

the number of 3d electrons in the ground state. This is the same final-state configuration as in the 

single-photon L-edge (2p → 3d) excitation. The energy transfer in the Kα RIXS experiment thus 

corresponds to the direct L-edge absorption energy, and the resolution is limited by the lifetime 

of the 2p core hole in the final state. Projections along the energy transfer axis in Kα RIXS thus 

makes it possible to obtain L-edge-like spectra1, 23-24 for samples where direct XAS in the soft X-

ray regime have inherent experimental difficulties, such as enzymes and solution catalysts.25 

However, to take advantage of the high resolution of the RIXS experiment requires a special 

experimental setup. Although research on low-energy excitations in magnetic materials and 

superconductors26-27 has achieved a resolution at below 0.1 eV for hard X-rays,2, 20 in many 

chemistry applications it is more important to get higher detection efficiency at more moderate 

resolutions. In the present study the target is an instrument resolution close to the lifetime 

broadening of the iron L3 edge (0.4 eV).28 

The line shape of the iron L-edge has previously been analyzed using a valence-bond 

configuration interaction (VBCI) multiplet model29-30 to extract the individual covalencies of the 

metal d-orbitals involved in σ and π donor and π acceptor bonding, i.e., the differential orbital 

covalency (DOC).31-35 However, the single-photon XAS experiment and the two-photon RIXS 

experiment are governed by different selection rules and intensity mechanisms.36 To analyze how 

these differences affect the information content of the Kα RIXS experiment and the ability to 

extract reliable metal-ligand covalencies, we have collected RIXS data on four low-spin iron 

complexes for which both the L-edge and the K-edge XAS spectra have been previously 

analyzed; ferrous tacn [FeII(tacn)2]Br2,31 (tacn=1,4,7 triazacyclononane), ferrocyanide 

K4[FeII(CN)6],32 ferric tacn [FeIII(tacn)2]Br3,31 and ferricyanide K3[FeIII(CN)6]32 see Figure S1 in 

the Supporting Information (SI). The electronic structures of these complexes are well-

established: ferrous and ferric tacn are dominantly σ-donor complexes while ferro- and 

ferricyanide are prototypical π-backdonation complexes.37 These complexes are therefore 

excellent benchmarks for a method to extract metal-ligand covalencies from Kα RIXS data. 

RIXS processes have previously been modeled using a number of methods.15, 24, 38-42 The 

shape of the Kα RIXS spectrum depends on a number of factors, e.g., the interactions between 
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the 2p hole and the 3d electrons, the 3d–3d electron interactions, as well as the 2p and 3d spin-

orbit coupling. The VBCI multiplet model includes all these effects at a limited computational 

cost,29 but requires the fitting of a number of parameters to a single spectrum. In this study the 

differences in selection rules and intensity mechanisms between L-edge XAS and Kα RIXS have 

been explained with parameters from a previous L-edge XAS study,31-32 without changing their 

values when modeling the RIXS data. The fact that the VBCI multiplet model can reproduce 

both experiments using the same parameters supports the general validity of the model for these 

processes. 

Hard X-ray RIXS has previously been used to study transition-metal pre-edges for a 

number of different materials,43 using both Kα 23, 44-45 and Kβ X-ray emission,46-49 What is novel 

in the present study is the combination of a high energy-resolution experimental setup that 

resolves the main electronic transition, with a theoretical model that uses the shape of the Kα 

RIXS spectrum to extract the structure of orbitals involved in metal-ligand bonding. This 

approach thus overcomes the challenge of obtaining detailed electronic structure information 

about the reactive 3d orbitals using hard X-rays. This is critical for metal enzymes and other 

catalysts that are difficult to probe by UV/Vis light, but with the increasing availability of high-

brilliance X-ray sources, it can also be used as en extension to conventional absorption 

spectroscopy for a wide range of transition metal enzymes and catalysts. 

 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

 
2.1. Experimental 

 

Beamline setup for RIXS. Kα RIXS experiments were performed at the Stanford Synchrotron 

Radiation Lightsource (SSRL) beamline 6-2 and at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility 

(ESRF) ID 26. Each complex was measured multiple times, but to facilitate the direct 

comparison between complexes, the data sets presented in the present paper are measured at 

ESRF ID26 using the same experimental setup. To obtain high energy resolution of the incoming 

radiation (~0.18 eV at 7 keV), the energy was monochromatized using a Si(3,1,1) double-crystal 

monochromator. The beam size on the sample was approx. 0.5×0.15 mm full-width half-
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maximum (FWHM) with an incident flux of ~1013 photons/second. The focused beam improves 

the resolution in the Bragg crystal spectrometer used to monochromatize the X-ray emission, but 

prolonged exposure to the focused beam can lead to significant sample photodamage. To limit 

this effect, samples were kept in a liquid helium cooled cryostat (~10 K) and surrounded by an 

exchange gas (He). Suitable exposure times were evaluated by monitoring changes to the 

spectral shape during repeated scans of the pre-edge region, see the Supporting Information for 

more details. The RIXS plane data were measured as a series of scans, each on a different spot 

on the sample, with an exposure time below the limit for significant photodamage. 

 The X-ray emission was monochromitized using the (4,4,0) Bragg reflection of up to four 

spherically bent Ge analyzer crystals (100 mm diameter, 1000 mm radius of curvature) arranged 

in a Rowland geometry, with both the sample and the detector positioned on the Rowland circle.1 

All data presented here were collected with a mask covering the periphery of the crystals, which 

gives scattering from the inner 50 mm of the crystal, corresponding to a solid angle of 7.8 msr. 

An avalanche photodiode was used at ESRF ID26 while a solid-state Si drift detector with a 200-

eV electronic window was used at SSRL BL6-2. To minimize signal attenuation in the 

spectrometer the entire emitted beam path was enclosed in a He filled bag. The count rate at the 

RIXS pre-edge was ~4000 counts/second, the exposure time for each sample spot ≤20 seconds, 

and the data collection time for a single RIXS plane approximately 3 h. 

 Details of the energy calibration and intensity normalization are given in the Supporting 

Information. 

 

Energy resolution. To show that Kα RIXS energy transfer spectra can be obtained with a 

resolution close to that of the equivalent L-edge XAS experiment, the width of the emission from 

the first core resonance in ferricyanide was measured because this final state is not split by any 

multiplet effects.32 When using a single-crystal monochromator, a FWHM of 0.66 eV was 

obtained, similar to the width of the same resonance in the L-edge XAS L3 edge (0.62 eV) and 

only a minor increase compared to the natural linewidth (0.4 eV). This translates to a total 

instrumentation broadening of 0.4 eV. The data in the present paper were measured using four 

analyzer crystals, which improves the total signal for low-concentration samples like 

metalloproteins. However, as not all crystals have the same low bandwidth this setup gave a 
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slightly larger linewidth of the first resonance in ferricyanide, 0.83 eV FWHM, 0.2 eV larger 

than for the L-edge XAS spectrum. 

 

K and L-edge. L-edge data were measured as described in reference 32 and K-edge data as 

described in reference 4. Fitting of K pre-edge features were performed using the EDG_FIT 

module of the EXAFSPAK suite50 using pseudo-Voigt line shapes with a fixed 50:50 ratio of 

Lorentzian to Gaussian functions where the energy positions, the FWHM and the peak heights 

were varied. 

 
Sample preparation. K4[FeII(CN)6] (ferrocyanide) and K3[FeIII(CN)6] (ferricyanide) were 

obtained from Sigma Aldrich at the highest purity available, while [FeIII(tacn)2]Br3 (ferric tacn) 

and [FeII(tacn)2]Br2 (ferrous tacn) were synthesized according to literature methods.51 All 

measurements were done on powder samples, representative of the isotropy in protein and 

solution catalysts samples. Samples were made optically thin by diluting the pure sample with 

boron nitride to 1.0 weight percent of iron. The mixed samples were manually pressed into the 

sample holder and held in place by 25 µm thin Kapton tape. The air-sensitive ferrous tacn sample 

was prepared in a glove box and transferred to the beamline under liquid nitrogen. Despite 

careful packing of the sample holder, the samples were not perfectly uniform and the emission 

intensity depends on the concentration in the spot where that spectrum is collected. This sample 

inhomogeneity was corrected by normalization at each spot to the non-resonant fluorescence 

signal, using an incident energy of 7150 eV. 
 

2.2. Modeling 

 

VBCI multiplet calculations. The RIXS process is an inelastic scattering of the incident photon 

at the Fe atom.8-9, 13, 52 At a core resonance, the cross section is totally dominated by the resonant 

contribution to the scattering, leading to the following form of the Kramers-Heisenberg 

formula:8, 15, 53-54 

F(Ω,ω) =
f Te i i Ta g

Eg −Ei +Ω− iΓi / 2

$

%
&&

'

(
))

i
∑

f
∑

2

×δ(Eg −Ef +Ω+ω)     (1) 
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where |g〉, |i〉 and |f〉 are ground, intermediate, and final states, Eg, Ei, Ef their respective energies, 

Γi the lifetime broadenings for intermediate states that apply in the incident energy (Ω) direction, 

while Ta and Te are the absorption and emission operators. Here, the delta function should be 

replaced by a suitable function that describes lifetime and experimental broadening in the energy 

transfer (Ω–ω) directions. A discussion of the treatment of lifetime and instrumental broadenings 

can be found in references 55-57. The limited core hole lifetime gives rise to a Lorentzian shape, 

while the experimental broadening depends on the spectrometer setup, and may deviate 

significantly from a Gaussian distribution. This makes it difficult to find an accurate analytical 

model for the spectral shape, and thus for simplicity the transitions were broadened using 

Gaussian line profiles. In the incident energy direction the lifetime broadening of the 1s hole was 

set to 1.2 eV (FWHM)28 with an instrumental broadening of 0.3 eV. In the energy transfer 

direction the corresponding values were 0.4 and 0.5 eV respectively. The broadenings have been 

chosen to match the width of the first resonance in the experimental ferricyanide Kα RIXS 

plane. 

 Energies and transition matrix elements were calculated using a VBCI multiplet model, 

implemented in the program TT-multiplets,29-30 the same method as previously used to analyze 

the L-edge XAS spectra of the four complexes in the present study.31-32 K-edge absorption and 

emission can, due to the symmetric overlap between the 1s hole and the valence electrons, 

successfully be described using a variety of methods,58-59 but in the final state of L-edge XAS and 

Kα RIXS the 2p–3d and 3d–3d electron interactions, together with the spin-orbit coupling leads 

to complicated multiplet structures. The VBCI model includes an atomic description of electron-

electron interaction and spin-orbit coupling,60-65 and the ligand interaction is described with the 

use of a ligand field66 in the appropriate symmetry.67 Covalent mixing of the metal d orbitals with 

the ligand valence orbitals is treated as a configuration interaction between a main atomic 

configuration and a ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT) configuration that describes σ and 

 π-donation and a metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) configuration to describe 

backdonation.29, 32, 68 The models for ferrous and ferric tacn include the LMCT configuration 

while the models for ferro- and ferricyanide also include the MLCT configuration. A three-

configuration model has previously been used to model RIXS but only with two LMCT 

configurations.41 Thus, until this study, the understanding of the effects of MLCT on RIXS data 

were limited. 
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Starting parameters were taken from previous fits to the L-edge XAS.32 As the core-hole 

potential in Fe2O3 was estimated to be similar for 1s and 2p holes,44 the same VBCI parameters 

were used for intermediate and final states. More details of the VBCI modeling are given in the 

SI and complete lists of parameters for L-edge XAS and Kα RIXS modeling are given in Tables 

S1 and S2. To be consistent with previous L-edge modeling, Oh symmetry was used for all 

systems. Effects of deviations from that symmetry, e.g., from the Jahn-Teller distortion in ferric 

complexes, were considered as described in the SI.  

The total amplitude F(Ω,ω) in equation 1 was calculated as the product of the squared 

amplitude of absorption and emission matrix elements. This two-step approximation neglects 

potential interference between final states originating from different intermediate states.8, 39, 72 In 

centrosymmetric complexes the main contribution to the K pre-edge is from the electric 

quadrupole operator.3, 69-70 Dipole contributions from vibrational coupling have been estimated to 

be negligible for ferrocyanide and less than 5% for ferricyanide.71 The matrix elements for the K 

pre-edge absorption were therefore calculated using the quadrupole operator, while the 2p → 1s 

emission is calculated using the dipole operator. However, the approach is not restricted to 

centrosymmetric systems. For other systems, contributions from electric dipole allowed 

transitions into molecular orbitals with metal 4p character can be included in the multiplet model 

using an additional 3d-to-4p charge transfer configuration.  

 When calculating the differential orbital covalency using L-edge XAS, the integrated 

spectral intensity was used to estimate the total amount of metal 3d character in the unoccupied 

valence orbitals, and to calibrate the calculated total covalency.31 However, in the RIXS 

experiment the sensitivity to other factors, such as exact experimental geometry, rendered this 

normalization unstable and the integrated pre-edge intensity varied by up to 20% between 

different beam times. This variability made it difficult to calculate accurate experimental 

covalencies from the present RIXS data. To facilitate the comparison with the previous L-edge 

XAS analysis, values for the total covalency were taken from the L-edge study.32 For other 

systems, an accurate total covalency correction requires either a more stable intensity calibration, 

or data from other experiments, e.g., the metal K pre-edge. 

 

Density-functional calculations. Density-functional modeling was performed to obtain 

geometries and estimates of metal and ligand contributions to the molecular orbitals. 
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Calculations were performed using Gaussian09,73 with population analysis done using 

QMForge.74 To test the stability of the results, calculations were done with both BP86 and 

B3LYP functionals, and using the 6-31G(d) and 6-311+G(2df,2pd) basis sets. The compositions 

of the virtual orbitals are not well defined in ground state DFT calculations due to the fact that 

the electron density, and thus the total energy, only depends on the occupied orbitals. However, 

in many cases the composition of the virtual orbitals are correlated to the composition of the 

corresponding occupied orbitals, and we assume that the population analysis gives reasonable 

insights into the composition of the virtual orbitals. 

 
 

3. Results and Analysis 

The Kα RIXS spectra of all four complexes are shown in Figure 2. The data are plotted in a two-

dimensional representation with the two axes being the incident energy (Ω) and the energy 

transfer (Ω-ω).15, 25, 45 All planes have two regions with high intensity, stretching roughly 

diagonal across the plane. The region at lower energy transfer values is the Kα1 emission with 

final states corresponding to the L3 (J=3/2) edge of the L-edge XAS, and the upper region is the 

Kα2 emission, which corresponds to the L2 (J=1/2) edge.  The splitting of approximately 12 eV is 

due to the 2p spin-orbit coupling in the final state. Each resonance has lifetime broadening in the 

incident energy direction that comes from the limited lifetime of the 1s hole (~1.2 eV), and a 

lifetime broadening in the energy transfer direction from the limited lifetime of the 2p hole (~0.4 

eV for L3 and ~0.8 eV for L2).1 
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Figure 2. Experimental RIXS planes for ferrous tacn [FeII(tacn)2]Br2, ferrocyanide [FeII(CN)6]K4, 

ferric tacn [FeIII(tacn)2]Br3 and ferricyanide [FeIII(CN)6]K3 (first row). In the ferrous tacn 

spectrum, white lines show constant incident energy (CIE) and constant emission energy (CEE) 

cuts. The second row shows expanded pre-edge regions where the maximum of the color scale 

corresponds to the peak of the pre-edge. The third row shows VBCI modeling results for the 

corresponding pre-edge region. As the model only includes quadrupole transitions the dipole-

dominated rising edge is not described. Full RIXS spectra from the VBCI model are shown in 

Figure S2. 
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The two-dimensional RIXS spectrum probes d–d interactions and 3d spin-orbit coupling along 

the incident energy axis, while the energy transfer axis probes the 2p–3d interactions and the 2p 

spin-orbit coupling. This is a principal advantage compared to L-edge XAS where all 

interactions appear along the same energy axis, but the higher dimensionality of RIXS makes it 

more difficult to visualize spectral details. To facilitate the analysis, a number of cuts can be 

made through the RIXS plane. Cuts along constant emission energy (CEE), i.e., diagonally 

through the plane, see Figure 2a, give the high energy-resolution fluorescence detected (HERFD) 

X-ray absorption near-edge spectrum (XANES).14, 18, 55, 75-76 Cuts at constant incident energy 

(CIE), see Figure 2a, take full advantage of the high resolution in the energy transfer direction 

and generate “L-edge-like” energy transfer spectra.1, 23-24 An alternative is to integrate the CIE 

spectra along the incident energy. These spectra include contributions from all 2p53dn+1final 

states reached in the RIXS process, which facilitates the direct comparisons between RIXS and 

L-edge XAS. 

 

3.1. RIXS spectrum of ferrous tacn 

 

Ferrous tacn is a low-spin ferrous complex (d6), with six coordinating nitrogen atoms at equal 

distance, see Figure S1. It has formal D3 symmetry, with N-Fe-N angles between 83 and 97 

degrees, but can at a first approximation be modeled using Oh symmetry. The ground state is 

fully symmetric because the six d-electrons fill the t2g shell while the eg shell is empty, see Figure 

S3. The t2g shell is essentially non-bonding while the eg orbitals are antibonding (σ*) metal-

ligand orbitals that describe σ-donation. 

As described above, the ferrous tacn Kα RIXS spectrum has two high-intensity regions, 

separated by the 2p spin-orbit coupling in the final state, see Figure 2a. Both regions have a K 

pre-edge absorption resonance centered at an incident energy of 7111.1 eV, well separated from 

the rising edge. The pre-edge peak is shaped like a figure eight with two separate maxima, at 

706.8 eV and 707.6 eV energy transfer for the L3 edge, see Figure 2a. At the same incident 

energy there is also a very weak resonance at 709.7 eV. 
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Incident energy direction. A diagonal CEE cut through the maximum of the RIXS pre-edge 

(7111.1 eV incident energy; 706.8 eV energy transfer) gives the high-resolution XANES 

spectrum. In addition to the main pre-edge peak at 7111.1 eV, also present in the K-edge XAS 

spectrum, there is a shoulder on the high-energy side of the CEE resonance at 7112.0 eV, which 

is not resolved in the K-edge XAS spectrum, see Figure 3a and Figure S4. The CEE cut also 

shows structure on the rising edge, with shoulders at 7114.2 and 7115.7 eV. The position and 

relative intensity of the spectral features depend on the emission energy for the CEE cut, see 

Figure S5, which highlights the complexity of the RIXS spectral information compared to the K-

edge XAS. 

 

 
Figure 3. Spectra in the K pre-edge region for ferrous tacn (left) and ferrocyanide (right). 

Experimental K pre-edge spectra (blue) are compared to the spectra from the VBCI multiplet 

model (light blue). Modeled absorption resonances are shown as sticks. Experimental CEE cuts 

through the maximum of the pre-edge resonance (red) are compared to the corresponding cuts 

through the modeled RIXS plane (grey). The CEE cuts are arbitrarily scaled to facilitate 

comparison with the K pre-edge. 

 
To analyze the structure of the RIXS pre-edge and the CEE cut, the RIXS spectrum was modeled 

using the VBCI multiplet model with parameters originally fit to the L-edge XAS spectrum.31 

The ground state is fully symmetric 1A1g (Γ1
+ in Bethe notation), well below the first excited state 

(by 0.86 eV). This means that only the lowest state needs to be considered in the calculations. 

From the ground state there is a dominant 1s→3d(eg) transition, leading to a Eg (Γ3
+) state, with 

other quadrupole transitions having less than 3% of the intensity of the major transition, see 
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Figure 3a. In the modeled RIXS plane, Figure 2a (bottom), this absorption resonance has two 

close-lying maxima in the energy transfer direction, followed by a minor resonance at 709.7 eV, 

which closely reproduces the experimental data. The model CEE cut is therefore in good 

agreement with the experimental one, including the presence of a shoulder at 7112 eV. This 

shoulder does not correspond to any absorption resonance, and its origin can be understood by 

consideration of the full RIXS plane in Figure 2a (top). The CEE cut gets its major peak at 

7111.1 eV from the maximum at low energy transfer (706.8 eV), but due to the large lifetime 

broadening in the incident energy direction, the diagonal CEE cut also has a contribution from 

the second emission maximum (707.6 eV), giving the shoulder at 7112 eV. The different 

contributions to the CEE spectrum from absorption and final-state effects illustrates the benefits 

of measuring the full RIXS plane15, 76 and highlights the differences between the standard and the 

high-resolution XANES.1, 15, 52, 68, 77 To better understand the final-state effects requires a more in-

depth analysis of the energy transfer spectrum. 

 

Energy transfer direction. An important part of the results are the high-resolution L-edge-like 

spectra that can be obtained from a CIE cut through the maximum of the eg resonance (7111.1 

eV). The 2p→1s emission from the 1E g intermediate state leads to a large number of different 

2p53d7 final states, and the energy difference between these states leads to a complicated 

emission profile with two separate maxima in the energy transfer direction, see Figure 2a. One 

could anticipate that with a single dominant K pre-edge transition, the CIE cut should access 

almost all 2p53d7 states and therefore directly correspond to the L-edge XAS spectrum. However, 

the direct comparison shows significant differences between the two spectra, see Figure 4a. The 

new features in the CIE cut are; a) larger width of both L3 and L2 edges with a double-peak 

structure in the main feature of the L3 edge, b) significant intensity between the edges, and c) the 

appearance of broad resonance around 714 eV. From the full RIXS spectrum in Figure 2a it can 

be seen that both b) and c) originate from resonances in the rising edge, which appear in the CIE 

cut due to the significant lifetime broadening in the incident energy direction. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of the RIXS CIE cut from the maximum of the pre-edge resonance (dark 

red) to the L-edge XAS spectrum (dark blue) of ferrous tacn (left) and ferrocyanide (right). The 

results from the VBCI multiplet model are shown below the experimental results for both CIE 

cut (light red) and L-edge XAS (light blue). Separate contributions to the RIXS CIE spectra from 

final states of T1u (Γ4
-) and T2u (Γ5

-) symmetry are shown in purple and grey respectively. 

  
However, the increase in width of the two L-edges in the CIE cut is significant, with a 

FWHM of the L3 edge of 2.4 eV in the RIXS experiment, compared to only 0.9 eV for L-edge 

XAS data. A separate analysis of the first resonance in ferricyanide (see the Methods section) 

shows that with the present setup, hard X-ray RIXS leads to an increase in the linewidth of only 

0.2 eV compared to the soft X-ray L-edge experiment. In addition, the increased linewidth is 

asymmetric to the low-energy side, which is not expected if there was a general broadening 

around the center of the L-edge XAS resonance. The extra width in the CIE cut must therefore 

originate from a fundamental difference between the two-photon RIXS process and the single-

photon L-edge absorption process and not simply from a change in the experimental resolution. 

To explain the difference between the two experiments, a corresponding CIE cut through 

the eg resonance was made in the modeled RIXS plane, included in Figure 4a. The model 

reproduces the experimental findings very well, with a significantly broader L3 edge for the 

RIXS CIE cut (2.2 eV FWHM) compared to the L-edge XAS (1.0 eV FWHM). The main 

resonance in the theoretical CIE spectrum also has a double-peak structure, a small shoulder at 

706 eV and a minor peak at 709.5 eV. Note that the excellent agreement between the model and 
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the experimental RIXS is obtained with parameters that have been fitted to the L-edge XAS 

spectrum only, without any further adjustments. 

In the following, we show that the increased width in the CIE cut can be explained by the 

difference in selection rules between the single-photon L-edge XAS and the two-photon RIXS 

process. The latter is able to reach additional final states and the energy difference between these 

states leads to a broadening of the spectrum in the energy transfer direction. In both experiments 

the final states have a hole in a 2p orbital, and one electron in a 3d(eg) orbital, see Figure S3. The 

2p hole has t1u symmetry, which when coupled to an eg electron gives final states of both T1u and 

T2u symmetry, see Figure 5. However, due to the electric dipole selection rules of single-photon 

absorption in L-edge XAS, only final states of T1u symmetry can be reached from the A1g ground 

state in Oh symmetry, as the electric dipole operator transforms as T1u. In the two-photon Kα 

RIXS process, the first excitation is the electric quadrupole 1s→3d(eg) transition, giving a doubly 

degenerate Eg intermediate state, from which the subsequent Kα emission (T1u) can reach final 

states of both T1u and T2u symmetry, see Figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 5. Relevant symmetry selection rules in Oh symmetry for Kα RIXS and L-edge XAS from 

the A1g (Γ1
+) ground state in low-spin ferrous complexes. 

  

Separating the contributions to the modeled CIE cut by final state symmetry, which can 

be done directly from the original multiplet simulation without modifying any parameters, shows 

that the additional intensity at lower energy transfer is due to final states of T2u symmetry, see 

Figure 4a. The energy difference between the T1u and T2u states can be understood in terms of 

electron-electron repulsion. Ignoring spin-orbit coupling, the wavefunction of one of T1u states 

can be written as a product of a 2pz hole and a dz2 electron, while the corresponding T2u state is a 

product of a 2pz hole and an electron in the dx2-y2 orbital, see Figure S6. The difference in spatial 

overlap between the 2p hole and the two different eg orbitals leads to different e--e- repulsion 
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(higher for 2pz/dz2 (T1u)), and results in an energy splitting between final states of different 

symmetry and a broadening of the emission resonance. In L-edge XAS the T2u state cannot be 

reached because the dipole transition matrix between 2pz and dx2-y2 orbitals is zero.78 Other 

components of the T1u and T2u states are more complicated linear combinations of electron 

configurations, see Figure S6, but have the same energy and transition intensities by group 

theory considerations. The large number of final states instead results from the inclusion of spin-

orbit coupling and additional configurations in the VBCI model. 

 In summary, the results for ferrous tacn show both the similarities and the differences 

between Kα RIXS and L-edge XAS. An important observation is that the RIXS experiment 

access final states that are forbidden in the L-edge XAS experiment. The presence of these new 

final states introduces additional electronic structure information compared to the L-edge XAS 

spectrum, which shows that Kα RIXS can be equally useful or even better than L-edge XAS for 

the calculation of metal-ligand covalency. 

 

3.2. RIXS spectrum of ferrocyanide 

 

Ferrocyanide is a low-spin ferrous complex (d6), with six ligands in Oh symmetry, see Figure S1. 

An important difference compared to ferrous tacn is that the three occupied metal orbitals of t2g 

symmetry interact with unoccupied π* orbitals of the CN– ligands, which gives rise to π-

backbonding, see Figure S7. 

The Kα RIXS spectrum of ferrocyanide is shown in Figure 2b (top). It exhibits one 

dominant pre-edge resonance that can be assigned to a 1s→3d(eg) quadrupole transition. 

Compared to ferrous tacn, the pre-edge resonance is more compact in the energy transfer 

direction and has a single maximum (at 708.9 eV) instead of two separate maxima. Due to the 

stronger ligand field of CN– the pre-edge resonance also appears at higher energy (7112.9 eV), 

placing it closer to the rising edge. 

 

Incident energy direction. The K-edge XAS spectrum of ferrocyanide has significant structure 

along the rising edge. A fit to the to the K-edge spectrum gives, in addition to the pre-edge 

resonance at 7112.9 eV, a peak at 7115.5 eV, and other more intense peaks at higher energies, 
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see Figure S4. A CEE cut through the maximum of the pre-edge resonance (7112.9; 708.9 eV), 

see Figure 3, shows increased resolution compared to the K-edge XAS spectrum with a shoulder 

on the high-energy side of the pre-edge resonance at 7113.5 eV, although not as pronounced as 

in ferrous tacn. CEE cuts at other emission energies are shown in Figure S5. 

A simulation of the ferrocyanide Kα RIXS spectrum was made using the VBCI multiplet 

model with parameters from the previous simulation of the L-edge XAS spectrum.32 Starting 

from the fully symmetric 1A1g (Γ1
+) ground state, there is a major absorption resonance at 7112.9 

eV, associated with the 1s→3d(eg) transition to an Eg intermediate state, see Figure 2b. The 

modeled RIXS spectrum also has a minor peak around 7114.7 eV that is not present in the 

ferrous tacn spectrum. A more detailed analysis shows that this resonance has two contributions, 

at 7114.7 and 7114.9 eV, each with different intermediate state symmetry, see Figure 3b. The 

intensity of both contributions increase with increasing weight of the metal-to-ligand charge 

transfer (MLCT) configuration in the model, see Figure S8, which shows that they stem from 

backbonding. The first transition has π (T2g) symmetry, see Figure 3, and corresponds to 

excitations into π* metal-ligand orbitals that are consequences of π-backbonding. The second 

resonance has σ (Eg) symmetry and comes from excitations into orbitals that mix the Fe d 

orbitals with empty ligand σ* orbitals, i.e., σ-backbonding, but as the d σ orbitals are unoccupied 

this does not contribute to any net bonding. 

Note that although the VBCI multiplet model predicts a weak backbonding feature, a fit 

to the experimental K-edge XAS spectrum gives a peak in this region with similar intensity as 

the main pre-edge peak, see Figure S4. According to the model, a large part of the intensity must 

then come from transitions that do not include metal 3d orbitals. Several phenomena have been 

invoked to explain structure in the rising edge, e.g., transitions to empty valence states, 

continuum resonances with multiple backscattering of the photoelectron,79-80 and multi-electron 

excitations. As ferrocyanide is a centrosymmetric complex, metal 3d and 4p orbitals cannot mix 

unless vibrational coupling is considered. A likely explanation for the intense transition, based 

on orbital symmetry, is a transition into a predominantly CN– π* orbital that has t1u symmetry 

and mixes with the metal 4p (t1u) orbitals, see Figure S7. This transition can get intensity through 

the electric dipole contribution and thus dominate over quadrupole transitions to metal 3d 

orbitals.  
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Energy transfer direction. The L3 edge of the ferrocyanide L-edge XAS spectrum has two 

intense features at 709.1 and 710.7 eV with approximately equal height, see Figure 4. The 

second of these peaks comes from excitations into empty CN– π* orbitals, and the intensity of 

this feature can be used to calculate the amount of π-backbonding.32 To generate an L-edge-like 

spectrum, a CIE cut was made through the maximum of the main pre-edge resonance at 7112.9 

eV, see Figure 4b.  However, the prominent π* peak in the L-edge XAS spectrum is very weak 

in the CIE cut. The other major difference is that the width of the eg resonance increases from the 

0.8 eV in the L-edge spectrum to 1.5 eV in the CIE spectrum, qualitatively similar to ferrous tacn 

although the change is smaller. 

 To analyze the differences between the two experiments, a CIE cut was made through the 

maximum of the modeled ferrocyanide RIXS spectrum, see Figure 4b. The model fully 

reproduces the experimental observations, with an increase in width from 0.7 eV in the L-edge to 

1.5 eV in the CIE cut, and low intensity at 710.7 eV where the L-edge XAS has an intense π* 

resonance. As shown for ferrous tacn above, the additional width in the CIE cut is due to 

excitations into additional final states of T2u symmetry that are allowed in the two-photon 

scattering process but forbidden in the single-photon X-ray absorption process, see Figure 5. A 

narrower CIE cut in ferrocyanide reflects a decrease in the e--e- repulsion that separates different 

states, and indicates an increased covalency in ferrocyanide relative to ferrous tacn. 

The explanation for the weak π* intensity in the ferrocyanide 7112.9 eV CIE cut is that 

final states corresponding to π* transitions are mainly reached through intermediate states at 

7114.7 eV, and therefore do not show up in a CIE cut taken at 7112.9 eV. In addition, the total 

intensity of the π* resonance is much weaker in RIXS as compared to that for the L-edge 

spectrum. To explain this difference, the strong intensity in the ferrocyanide L-edge XAS 

spectrum is considered first. In this experiment the π* resonance has two intensity mechanisms, 

direct excitation and intensity borrowing from the main resonance.32 The valence symmetry is 

different for excitations to 3d (eg) and CN– π* (t2g) orbitals, but including the 2p hole (t1u) gives 

final states of T1u symmetry in both cases. To get intensity transfer between the final states 

requires both sufficient strength of the interaction that brings the states to the same symmetry, 

i.e., the 2p-3d interaction, and a small energy difference between the configurations. 
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In the K-edge absorption, coupling to the 1s hole (a1) gives intermediate states with the 

same symmetry as that of the valence electron, Eg for the main transition and T2g for the π* 

transition. Due to the difference in symmetry, there is no borrowing mechanism and the π* 

transition in the K-edge XAS only gets intensity from the direct excitation, i.e., proportional to 

the d character in the π* orbitals. If a CIE cut is made through the experimental RIXS spectrum 

at the predicted energy of the backbonding peak (7114.7 eV), see Figure S9, the intensity is 

higher than predicted by the model but as presented above, the majority of this intensity results 

from transitions to empty valence orbitals with 4p character rather than from 3d backbonding 

resonances. 

In summary, the significant differences between the emission spectra of ferrous tacn and 

ferrocyanide show that Kα RIXS spectra are sensitive to the electronic structure, even in these 

cases where the K-edge spectrum has a single pre-edge resonance. However, the relatively low 

intensity of the RIXS π* resonance, together with the problem of delineating contributions from 

dipole-allowed transitions in the K-edge XAS, makes it less straightforward to use Kα RIXS 

relative to the L-edge XAS to quantify the amount of π backbonding. The difference in intensity 

mechanisms for the π* resonance, and the presence of T2u states in RIXS but not in the L-edge 

XAS, makes the two experiments complimentary in assigning the electronic structure of 

ferrocyanide. 

 

 

3.3. RIXS spectrum of ferric tacn 

 

Ferric tacn is a six-coordinated low-spin d5 complex, see Figure S1. In Oh symmetry a low-spin 

ferric complex is subject to a weak Jahn-Teller distortion, and as the ligand environment is not 

fully symmetric, this results in formal C2 symmetry, with calculated metal-ligand distances 

between 2.028 and 2.036 Å. However, as the distortions are small Oh symmetry has been used 

throughout this analysis.  

The Kα RIXS spectrum of ferric tacn is given in Figure 2c (top). It shows two distinct 

features in the pre-edge that are both very different in shape compared to the pre-edge resonance 

of ferrous tacn. The first feature, located at an incident energy of 7110.3 eV, is very sharp in the 
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energy transfer direction, while the second one, with a maximum at 7112.4 eV, is much broader 

in both the incident energy and energy transfer directions. To understand the structure of the 

RIXS spectrum, the K-edge spectrum is considered first, followed by an analysis of the energy 

transfer dimension. 

 

Incident energy direction. A fit to the K pre-edge of ferric tacn gives a peak at 7110.2 eV, 

while the broad resonance fits two peaks at 7111.5 and 7112.5 eV. In addition, there seems to be 

an additional peak at 7113.5 eV, see Figure S4. The CEE cut through the maximum of the first 

resonance is displayed in Figure 6, while CEE cuts at other energies are shown in Figure S5. The 

first resonance is very sharp in the CEE cut, while the second resonance shows significant 

structure. There is also a third weak feature at 7113.8 eV. 

 

 
Figure 6. Spectra in the K pre-edge XAS region for ferric tacn (left) and ferricyanide (right). 

Experimental K pre-edge spectra (blue) are compared to spectra from the VBCI multiplet model 

(light blue). Modeled absorption resonances are shown as sticks. Experimental CEE cuts through 

the maximum of the pre-edge resonance (red) are compared to the corresponding cuts through 

the modeled RIXS plane (grey). The CEE cuts are arbitrarily scaled to facilitate comparison with 

the K pre-edge. 

 

To understand the shape and origin of the pre-edge resonances, the Kα RIXS spectrum of ferric 

tacn was simulated using the VBCI multiplet model, see Figure 2c (bottom). The electron 

configuration in the ground state is t2g
5 and this 2T2g state splits into Γ7

+ (J’=1/2) and Γ8
+ (J’=3/2) 
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spin-orbit components.32 Γ7
+ is lower than Γ8

+ by 0.1 eV, and this energy difference is large 

enough so that only the Γ7
+ state has any significant thermal population even if the experiments 

would be performed at room temperature (kT=25 meV).  

According to the model, the first absorption resonance at 7110.2 eV is an excitation from 

1s to fill the hole in the t2g shell, which leads to a the coupling of a 1s hole (2A1g) to a fully 

symmetric 1A1g valence state that combines to a 2A1g (Γ6
+) intermediate state, see Figure 6. Next 

comes contributions from 1s→3d(eg) excitations, whose orbital occupancy of 1s1t2g
5eg

1, see 

Figure S10, gives states corresponding to the coupling of the 1s hole to 3T1g, 3T2g, 1T1g, 1T2g 

valence states of the t2g
5eg

1 configuration, see Figure S11, giving intermediate states of Γ8
+ 

symmetry.4 The broad pre-edge feature includes the 3T1g, 3T2g and 1T1g valence states, while the 

minor absorption resonance at 7113.5 eV is matched to the 1T2g state, see Figure 6. The modeled 

CEE spectrum gives a reasonable match to the experimental spectrum, with a correct shape of 

the first pre-edge resonance but the intensity of the transitions to the eg orbitals are 

underestimated at lower incident energies and the 1T2g valence state appears at too high an 

energy.  

  

Energy transfer direction. The difference in shape between the different ferric tacn RIXS 

resonances in Figure 2c (middle) suggests that significant information can be extracted from the 

high-resolution L-edge-like spectra. For this purpose, CIE cuts were taken through the center of 

the different pre-edge resonances at 7110.3 and 7112.1 eV respectively, see Figure 7a. 
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Figure 7. Experimental and modeled CIE cuts through the center of the pre-edge features, 

together with integrated CIE spectra (purple) and L-edge XAS (blue) for ferric tacn (left) and 

ferrocyanide (right). The integrations of the experimental CIE spectra are done up to an incident 

energy of 7115.0 eV for ferric tacn and 7114.3 eV for ferricyanide to limit the effects from the 

rising edge. Contributions to the integrated CIE spectrum of ferric tacn from final states of 

different symmetry are shown in light green (Γ6
-), violet (Γ7

-), and orange (Γ8
-), and contributions 

from different intermediate states, labeled by the symmetry of the valence state, are shown at the 

bottom. 

 
The CIE cut through the first resonance probes the emission from the t2g resonance that 

corresponds to the 1s1t2g
6 intermediate state. This leads to the 2p5t2g

6 final state, and gives a sharp 

peak at 705.6 eV with a FWHM of 0.8 eV, and a broad, less intense feature, around 708 eV (dark 

red line in Figure 7a). Compared to the experimental L-edge XAS spectrum (dark blue line), the 

L3 resonance appears very similar but the L2 resonance is more intense in the RIXS data. 

The multiplet model reproduces the experimental t2g CIE cut, including the higher 

intensity of the t2g L2 peak as compared to L-edge XAS. The emission spectra are sharp because 

in the 2p5t2g
6 final state, the 2p hole interacts with sub-shells that are either completely filled or 
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empty, and there is no multiplet splitting. The difference between RIXS CIE and L-edge XAS 

can again be explained by a difference in selection rules. As explained in reference 32, the t2g L2 

final state has Γ6
- symmetry (green line in Figure 7a), and cannot be reached by electric dipole 

transitions (Γ4
-) from the Γ7

+ ground state, see Figure 8. The minor intensity that appears in the 

L-edge XAS spectrum comes from distortions to lower symmetry. However, the two-photon 

RIXS experiment does reach Γ6
- final states through 1s→3d(t2g) quadrupole absorption (Γ5

+) 

followed by electric dipole Kα emission, see Figure 8 

 

 
Figure 8. Relevant symmetry selection rules in Oh symmetry for Kα RIXS and L-edge XAS from 

the Γ7
+ ground state of low-spin ferric complexes. 

 

A cut through the maximum of the experimental eg resonance at 7112.1 eV (red line in 

Figure 7a) shows a broad structure in the energy transfer direction. For this value of the incident 

energy the L2 edge has higher intensity than the L3 edge, but the shape of the resonances and the 

L3/L2 ratio varies with energy, see Figure S12. For systems with multiple pre-edge resonances, 

the sensitivity to both incident and emission energy makes it difficult to analyze individual CIE 

cuts. 

An alternative is to sum the CIE cuts over all incident energies, giving an integrated CIE 

spectrum (purple line in Figure 7a). Unlike the individual CIE cuts, this representation contains 

all 2p53d6 final states and shows how the total intensity is distributed over the energy transfer 

axis, which is required for a direct comparison with the L-edge XAS spectrum. The integrated 

CIE spectra also preserve the high resolution in the energy transfer direction for isolated 

resonances, as can be seen by the sharp t2g resonance. However, at higher energy transfer values 

there are significant contributions from the rising edge, which distorts the shape of the L2 edge. 

For ferric tacn the overall shape of the eg resonance in the integrated CIE spectrum 

changes significantly compared to the L-edge XAS spectrum (dark blue line in Figure 7a). The 
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RIXS-derived spectrum has maximum intensity at 708 eV, with a shoulder at 709 eV, while in 

the L-edge XAS there is a minor peak at 708 eV and a maximum at 709 eV. Furthermore, the 

gap between the t2g and eg resonances is smaller in the integrated CIE spectrum due to significant 

intensity between 706-707 eV energy transfer. 

The widening of the eg resonance towards lower energy transfer values resembles the 

situation for the low-spin ferrous complexes. For these complexes, the broadening was a 

consequence of additional final states in the two-photon RIXS process that could not be reached 

in the single-photon L-edge XAS experiment. For low-spin ferric complexes, RIXS gives access 

to Γ6
- states that are not allowed in L-edge XAS, see Figure 8. However, an analysis of the 

symmetry contributions to the integrated CIE spectra shows that final states of Γ8
- symmetry, 

formally allowed also in the L-edge XAS process, dominate the new contributions in the 706-

707 eV region, see Figure 7a.  

Instead plotting the contributions by their intermediate state shows that the 706-707 eV 

energy transfer region is mainly reached from the 3T1g intermediate state, see Figure 7a. As the 

intensities of the “triplet” intermediates are much higher than the “singlet” intermediates in the 

K-edge absorption process, see Figure 6, the energy region in RIXS associated with these 

transitions gets relatively high intensity. This is another example of how strongly the RIXS 

spectrum is affected by the interactions in the intermediate state.  

These results for ferric tacn further illustrate the similarities and differences between Kα 

RIXS and L-edge spectra. The similarity in shape and linewidth of the t2g peak in the L3 edge 

shows that high-resolution L-edge-like spectra can be obtained using hard X-rays, and the high 

resolution is preserved for well-isolated resonances when integrating the CIE spectra to include 

all 2p53d6 final states. The change in shape and width of the eg resonance again reflects the 

difference in selection rules between the two methods. As was the case for the low-spin ferrous 

complexes, the RIXS experiment accesses final states that are forbidden in the L-edge XAS 

experiment, and these states provide additional information about the electronic structure. 

 

3.4. RIXS spectrum of ferricyanide 
 

Ferricyanide combines features from the previously analyzed complexes, i.e., the effects of 

backbonding associated with the cyanide ligands, as well as the t2g hole and the multiple pre-edge 
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resonances of low-spin ferric complexes. The system has D4h symmetry due to a weak Jahn-

Teller distortion and according to DFT calculations two Fe-ligand distances are 1.958 Å (in trans 

positions) while the other four are 1.963 Å. This distortion only leads to a small splitting of the 

t2g level (≤2.4 meV) and ferricyanide has been modeled using Oh symmetry. 

The RIXS spectrum of ferricyanide is shown in Figure 2d. It exhibits similar t2g and eg 

resonances as ferric tacn, with a sharp t2g resonance in the energy transfer direction while the eg 

resonance is broad in both incident and energy transfer directions. The clearest difference 

between the two low-spin ferric complexes is that the separation between the t2g and eg pre-edge 

resonances are larger in ferricyanide, which results from a larger ligand field splitting. 

 

Incident energy direction. The K pre-edge spectrum of ferricyanide shows two peaks, 

corresponding to the t2g and main eg resonances, and significant structure along the rising edge 

with intense resonances at 7117 eV and above, see Figure 6. A CEE cut through the maximum of 

the t2g resonance (7110.1;705.8 eV) gives a well-resolved picture of the rising edge, and clearly 

shows the difference in structure between the t2g and eg, see Figure 6. CEE cuts at other emission 

energies are shown in Figure S5. 

As for the other complexes, the RIXS process was modeled with the multiplet model 

using parameters from a previous L-edge XAS simulation.32 The ground state is Γ7
+ (J’=1/2) with 

a Γ8
+ (J’=3/2) state 0.1 eV higher in energy. The modeled K-edge absorption spectrum has the 

same features as that of ferric tacn: a t2g excitation, a group of resonances from the eg excitation 

that corresponds to the 3T1g, 3T2g and 1T1g valence states, and a 1T2g valence state at higher energy, 

see Figure 6. In addition, there are transitions at 7117.4 eV that are not present in ferric tacn. An 

analysis of the K pre-edge absorption spectrum shows that the intensity of this high-energy 

feature increases with increasing weight of the MLCT configuration, see Figure S8, which 

indicates that it arises from backbonding. Note that intensity borrowing between eg and π* 

resonances in the intermediate state are not strictly forbidden because they both have Γ8
+ 

symmetry, see Figure 6. However, the 3d spin-orbit coupling that connect these states is small 

compared to the energy difference and the π* feature remains weak. 

A CEE cut through the modeled t2g resonance reproduces the main features of the 

experimental spectrum, e.g., the difference in shape of the main pre-edge resonances and the 
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large splitting between the t2g and eg resonances. However, the model spectrum overestimates the 

intensity at higher incident energies, with a maximum at 7113.9 eV compared to 7113.3 eV in 

the experimental spectrum, see Figure 6. The calculated energy of the backbonding peak 

coincides with an intense feature in the K-edge XAS spectrum at 7117 eV, see Figure 6, but as 

the modeled intensities of the backbonding transitions are small, only 8% of the total quadrupole 

intensity, a majority of this intensity in the K-edge XAS must originate from other sources than 

quadrupole transitions. As for ferrocyanide, a reasonable explanation would be excitations into a 

predominantly ligand orbital of t1u symmetry that get intensity by mixing with the metal 4p 

orbitals. 

 

Energy transfer direction. CIE cuts taken through the center of the different pre-edge 

resonances are shown in Figure 7b. The CIE cut through the RIXS t2g resonance at 7110.1 eV 

gives two sharp edges, while the CIE cut through the eg resonance at 7113.3 eV shows a broad 

features with a width of 2.7 eV in the L3 edge, slightly smaller than the corresponding value for 

ferric tacn (3.1 eV). CIE cuts at other incident energies are shown in Figure S12. 

  A comparison of the integrated CIE and the L-edge XAS shows similar 

differences as in ferric tacn, i.e., a change in shape of the eg resonance with significant additional 

intensity at lower final state energies and a more intense t2g L2 edge. As for the complexes 

studied above, the additional intensity is due to excitations into final states that are either 

forbidden or have very low intensity in the direct L-edge excitation. The  π-backbonding feature 

in the L-edge XAS spectrum is not seen in the integrated CIE spectrum because the backbonding 

peak in the K-edge appears at 7117 eV according to the model, and this energy is not included in 

the integration due to the large contribution from the rising edge. The total intensity of the 

backbonding feature is also predicted to be much lower in RIXS than in L-edge XAS.  

Ferricyanide thus confirms the more detailed analysis of the other complexes, i.e., the 

more complicated pre-edge structure of a low-spin ferric system, the presence of additional final 

states in RIXS and a weak π-backbonding feature overlapped by other more intense transitions in 

the rising edge. Despite a general agreement between the model and the experimental results, 

there are some quantitative differences. This suggests that a better fit of the VBCI model could 

possibly be obtained by using the RIXS data in the fitting procedure. 
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3.5. VBCI parameters from spectral fits 

 

One goal of the present combination of Kα RIXS experiments and VBCI multiplet modeling is 

to extract metal-ligand covalencies for systems where only RIXS data are available. This 

requires that the modeled spectrum is accurate, sensitive to the parameters that determine 

covalency, and that there is a unique solution to the fitting procedure. To evaluate how well these 

criteria are fulfilled, the RIXS spectra of all four complexes have been simulated by varying the 

model parameters.  

 

Ferrous complexes. The presence of a single dominant pre-edge resonance in the low spin 

ferrous complexes means a single CIE cut can be used to represent the full RIXS spectrum. The 

ferrous tacn CIE cut has a double-peak structure in the L3 edge, with the low-energy peak 

slightly higher in intensity than the high-energy peak, see Figure 4a. The VBCI simulation of 

ferrous tacn with the original L-edge XAS parameters31 reproduces the width and double-peak 

structure of the peak, but with an almost equal intensity of the two peaks, see Figure 4. If the 

parameters are fit directly to the CIE cut, a better match is achieved by decreasing the eg 

covalency by 2–4%, e.g., by lowering the mixing parameter T(eg) from 1.8 to 1.6 eV, see Figure 

S13. Metal-ligand covalencies calculated from the VBCI model fit to RIXS data are given in 

Table S3. The sensitivity of the CIE spectrum to the model parameters suggests that it is a good 

probe of electronic structure. A comparison of simultaneous RIXS and L-edge XAS simulations, 

see Figure S13, shows that the RIXS CIE cut is actually more sensitive to the electronic structure 

because the final states of T2u symmetry add an additional dimension that can be used in the 

analysis. 

However, both the modeled L-edge spectrum and the CIE cut are also affected by the t2g 

covalency and the strength of the ligand field, see Figure S13. As an example, simultaneously 

increasing the ligand field strength by 0.3 eV and decreasing the eg covalency by 5% also gives a 

good fit to the experimental CIE spectrum. For systems like ferrous tacn, where there are 

multiple solutions to the fitting procedure, a more reliable fit can be obtained by using a 

reasonable starting value for the ligand field strength from other spectroscopic data.32 For 

complexes where both RIXS and L-edge XAS data are available, the use of two different data 
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sets should in general improve the fitting procedure compared to the situation with only L-edge 

XAS data. 

The ferrocyanide CIE cut was almost 1.0 eV narrower than the corresponding resonance 

for ferrous tacn. The multiplet model reproduces this difference, but changing the amount of σ 

and π-bonding in the ferrous tacn model mainly affects the shape, not the width of the spectrum, 

see Figure S13. To match the relatively narrow peak width of ferrocyanide requires the 

introduction of a significant amount of backbonding, i.e., increasing the weight of the MLCT 

configuration in the three-configuration model, see Figure S14. This means that although the eg 

CIE cut does not probe the π* orbitals directly, the indirect effects of π-backbonding are large 

enough to be detected in the eg CIE cut. However, the L-edge is still a more sensitive probe of π-

backbonding because a small increase in the weight of the MLCT configuration has a large effect 

on the intensity of the π* resonance, see Figure S14. 

 

Ferric complexes. For systems with multiple pre-edge resonances that can only be investigated 

using hard X-rays, an attractive alternative would be to fit the VBCI model directly to the K-

edge XAS spectrum instead of performing the more complicated Kα RIXS experiment. 

However, as shown in Figure S15, the energies and intensities of the K pre-edge transitions are 

not very sensitive to the metal-ligand covalency, making it difficult to extract the 3d covalency 

from the X-ray absorption spectrum only. 

Fits to the integrated CIE spectrum reveal that the results are sensitive to small changes in 

the VBCI model parameters, see Figure S16. As an example, an increase in the eg covalency 

decreases the e--e- repulsion, the energy difference between different eg final states, and thus the 

intensity between the t2g and eg resonances. In general, the match between experimental and 

modeled spectra is not as good as for the ferrous complexes, possibly due to the added 

complexity of a large number of intermediate states, each with very different emission spectra. 

No improvement in the fit can be achieved by changing the t2g and eg mixing parameters relative 

to their original values from the L-edge XAS. However, the sensitivity of the spectra to model 

parameters indicates that the spectral data can be used to probe electronic structure, and this is 

important regardless of the quality of the final fit. 

Comparing the integrated CIE spectra of ferric tacn and ferricyanide, shows that although 

there are some differences in the shape of the eg resonance, see Figure S17, there is no clear 
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difference in the width of the eg resonance. Multiplet modeling of ferricyanide with different 

weight of the MLCT configuration confirms that the width of the eg resonance is not very 

sensitive to the amount of backbonding, see Figure S18. This makes it difficult to fit the 

backbonding parameters of ferricyanide to only the integrated CIE spectrum. The different 

behavior compared to ferrocyanide is likely due to the fact that the width of the eg resonance in 

the integrated CIE spectrum ferricyanide is affected by the presence of multiple eg transitions 

with different energy. 

 

 

4. Discussion 

 

Development of better catalysts, whether inspired from biological systems or through inorganic 

syntheses, requires knowledge about the electronic structure of the metal 3d orbitals involved in 

metal-ligand bonding and catalysis. In the present study the electronic structures, in particular the 

metal-ligand covalencies, of four iron complexes have been obtained by a combination of Kα 

RIXS to get high energy-resolution X-ray spectra, and VBCI modeling to extract the covalency 

information from these feature-rich spectra.  

As the electron configuration in the final state is the same in Kα RIXS and in L-edge 

XAS spectra, which has previously been used to quantify metal-ligand bonding,31-32 the two 

approaches have been thoroughly compared to one another. An important observation is that for 

all complexes, there are additional final states that are allowed in two-photon RIXS but 

symmetry-forbidden in the single-photon L-edge XAS process, see Figure 5 and Figure 8. The 

energy differences between these final states determines the shape and the width of the energy 

transfer spectrum, which in turn can be used to fit the metal-ligand covalency using the multiplet 

model without information from any previous L-edge XAS experiment. 

For systems with π-backbonding, the relatively low intensities for direct excitations into 

the π* orbitals, together with the problem of separating the 3d-π* contributions from other 

contributions to the rising K edge, i.e., metal 4p mixing, complicates the assignment. However, 

for ferrocyanide the energy transfer spectrum from the main eg resonance is still sensitive to the 

amount of backbonding, and can be used to quantify this through VBCI modeling. 
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An important consideration is that a successful fitting procedure requires a high-

resolution experimental setup that preserves the detailed spectral information, i.e., with an 

experimental resolution close to the lifetime broadening of the iron L3 edge (0.4 eV). Another 

important point is that an unrestricted multi-parameter fit to a single spectrum is not necessarily 

unique. As an example, for a calculation of the metal-ligand covalency of ferrous tacn to be 

stable within ±5% requires the ligand field splitting to be estimated within 0.3 eV. Reasonable 

starting parameters must therefore be obtained from electronic structure calculations, previous 

VBCI modeling of a related model complex, or in particular, absorption spectroscopic data.   

The Kα RIXS approach can be applied to any biological or inorganic catalytic system, but 

is most useful for systems that cannot be probed by UV/Vis or soft X-ray spectroscopy. One 

potentially important area is heme enzymes, e.g., cytochrome P450 and cytochrome c. These 

have been studied using the intense π → π* transitions in the porphyrin to detect intermediates, 

but much of the insight into their electronic structure and its contribution to reactivity has had to 

come from calculations as the intense ligand features obscure the Fe center. Another possible 

application can be in the analysis of the electronic structure of transition-metal catalysts in solar 

energy systems, where the chromophores designed to absorb visible light obscure many spectral 

probes of the catalyst itself. 

For systems that are preferably probed by hard X-rays, a number of experimental 

alternatives to Kα RIXS can also be considered. The K pre-edge XAS spectrum can in principle 

be used to assign metal-ligand covalency for systems with multiple pre-edge peaks, but the low 

sensitivity of energies and intensities to the metal-ligand covalency, see Figure S15, makes it 

difficult to fit the electronic structure parameters only to the K pre-edge data. Non-resonant X-

ray Raman spectroscopy directly gives high-resolution L-edge like spectra using hard X-rays, but 

due to the lack of resonance enhancement the iron signal could be difficult to distinguish from 

the background, and the required radiation dose is expected to be high compared to Kα RIXS. 

An experimental approach that has already been successfully applied to enzyme systems is Kβ 

valence X-ray emission.81-82 This method gives sensitive information about the nature of the 

ligands; primarily through mixing with the metal p orbitals. The information is complimentary to 

that from Kα RIXS, which primarily probes the interactions between the ligand valence orbitals 
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and the metal 3d orbitals that determine the bonding. Among hard X-ray methods Kα RIXS can 

thus give unique insight into the connection between reactivity and metal-ligand bonding. 

For transition-metal systems where soft X-ray L-edge XAS data can be measured, a 

number that will increase with the development of solution cells for vacuum setups, the Kα 

RIXS spectrum still provides valuable information. The difference in selection rules and 

intensity mechanisms between the two experiments can be used to assign unknown spectral 

features, even without the use of a parameterized model. Simultaneous fitting of data from two 

experimental techniques also limits the parameter space for systems where different sets of 

parameters give equally good fits to one type of spectrum. For the present study of high-

symmetry complexes, the addition of RIXS data did not significantly improve the parameters 

from the L-edge XAS fitting, but the situation could be different for systems of lower symmetry 

because the number of model parameters increases with decreasing symmetry.  

This extensive investigation of ferrous and ferric tacn and the hexacyanides has primarily 

been motivated by their use as well-known benchmarks, but despite the wealth of previous 

information from other spectroscopies, e.g., vibration and UV/Vis spectroscopy, L-edge XAS 

and RIXS are uniquely able to separate and quantify the effects of σ-donation, π-donation and 

the π-backdonation. This demonstrates their value as direct probes of 3d metal-ligand bonding, 

also for systems that can be probed using more conventional UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy. 

With a growing number of experimental stations capable of high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy, 

the combination of Kα RIXS with a theoretical model to extract electronic structure should 

therefore be of great use for a wide range of transition metal complexes. 

 

 

5. Conclusions 

 

Kα RIXS involves 1s → 3d excitation and detection of the 2p → 1s (Kα) emission. This two-

photon process reaches similar final states as in single-photon L-edge (2p → 3d) X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy (XAS), but involves only hard X-rays. Therefore, Kα RIXS can be used 

to get L-edge-like spectra for metalloproteins and solution catalysts using a high energy-

resolution setup. The RIXS data can then be used to obtain metal-ligand covalencies without 
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previous information from an L-edge XAS experiment. To obtain an accurate determination of 

covalency using the VBCI multiplet model, a good estimate of the ligand field strength is 

required; information that can be obtained either from optical spectroscopy or theoretical 

calculations. 

For systems where L-edge data are available, the differences in selection rules between 

Kα RIXS and L-edge XAS make them complimentary in assigning electronic structure. Good 

examples are the π-backbonding features in ferro- and ferricyanide that are significantly more 

intense in the L-edge XAS as compared to Kα RIXS, and the presence of final states reached in 

the two-photon RIXS process but forbidden in single-photon L-edge XAS. The simultaneous 

fitting of the model parameters to two different types of X-ray spectra also increases the 

reliability of the spectral fit, which can be important in quantifying the covalencies in systems of 

lower symmetry. 

The present Kα RIXS approach should thus be of great utility for many catalytic systems, 

either as a stand-alone method, in tandem with L-edge XAS for strongly covalent systems that 

are difficult to probe by UV/Vis spectroscopy, or as an extension to conventional absorption 

spectroscopy for a wide range of transition metal enzymes and catalysts. 
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